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Abstract
Sleep a vital biological process is essential for physical & psychological restoration. Owing
to their hectic schedules, medical students, in particular, are known to have erratic sleep
patterns and suffer from sleep disturbances, fatigue and mood changes. This study was
designed to analyze the sleep patterns and to correlate sleep deprivation with incidence of
anxiety, depression, daytime sleepiness and performance among 100 students of 1st year
MBBS by means of a validated questionnaire. 44% students reported sleeping >8 Hrs and
only 51% were regular in their sleep schedule. Females (32%) were found to follow a more
regular sleep schedule compared to males (68%) and reported better performance and
lesser level of anxiety and depression in those sleeping for more than 8 hrs. Day scholars
had a better and a regular schedule compared to hostellers and they also had significantly
(p =0.034) better performance. This study found that an old saying “early to bed and early
to rise makes man healthy, wealthy and wise” holds true. Those following regular schedule,
sleeping early and rising early in the morning have better academic performance and
lower levels of anxiety and depression. This study highlights the prevalence of disturbed
sleep patterns as a significant cause of poor performance and mood disturbances in medical
students.
Keywords: Sleep deprivation, anxiety, depression, performance.

Introduction

S

leep is a vital biological process essential for physical
and psychological restoration and most scientists
recommend approximately eight hours of sleep a night
to promote efficient performance and thinking.
Unfortunately, sleep loss due to voluntary bedtime
curtailment has become a hallmark of modern society of
which the student community forms an important segment.
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Insufficient sleep and irregular sleep-wake schedules among
adolescents are becoming a major health concern (1). Sleep
disturbances are related to decreased quality of life,
substance abuse and decreased workplace performance
apart from impaired thinking, memory and occurrence of
anxiety and depression. Sleep deprivation has also been
linked to daytime sleepiness and decreased mental acuity,
hence negatively affecting normal learning abilities and skills
(2, 3, 4 ) Owing to their hectic schedules, medical students,
in particular, are known to have erratic sleep patterns and
suffer from sleep disturbances, fatigue and mood changes.
This study was designed to analyze the sleep patterns of the
first year medical students and to detect sleep disturbances,
if any and to correlate sleep deprivation with academic
performance and incidence of anxiety, depression and
daytime sleepiness.
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Material & Methods

Sleep pattern

A cross-sectional study was conducted among 100 Ist year
students of VMMC & Safdarjung Hospital in the age group
of 18–22 years by means of a validated questionnaire. A
written, informed consent was obtained from all the subjects.
Anthropometric data was recorded and used to calculate
B.M.I. A total of 42 questions analyzed the following: Sleep
pattern, Sleep latency, Sleep quality, Sleep duration and
Sleep disturbance separately for weekdays and holidays (5).
Daytime sleepiness was scored using Epsworth Sleepiness
Scale (ESS) (6) wherein values of ESS score > 8 indicated
excessive sleepiness (0-8 - normal, 9-12 – mild,13-16moderate and > 16 –sever sleepiness). Anxiety, depression
and substance abuse among the students was assessed using
standardized questions. Out of the eight questions in the
anxiety questionnaire, a yes to > 3 was taken as “probable”
anxiety and “imperative” anxiety in case of > 5 wherein the
individual would benefit by counselling. Similarly, in the
depression questionnaire consisting of 15 questions,
affirmative answers in > 4 and > 6 queries were taken as
“probable” and “imperative” depression respectively and the
latter category would require professional advice. Regarding
substance abuse, the students were asked for consumption
of caffeine, sleeping pills, alcohol and cigarettes.
Performance was calculated based on their overall grades
during the academic session.

On analyzing the pattern on weekdays and weekends it was
observed that most students caught up with their sleep over
the weekends (fig-1). Only 44% of students reported sleep
> 8hrs on weekdays whereas 90% slept > 8hrs on weekends
which was statistically significant. Bedtime on weekdays and
weekends varied to a lesser extent. 62% of students slept
before 12pm on weekdays which dropped only to 58% over
the weekend.
Figure 1: Total sleep hours on weekend
(wetotal) and weekdays (wdtotal)

Statistical methods
All the data analysis was performed using statistical software
SPSS 13. Unpaired t-test and Pearsons correlation were used
to determine significance of correlation and testing the
differences in the prevalences by characteristics.

Total hours of sleep and its correlates
On correlating total sleep hours with performance and
mood we found a positive correlation with performance
(P=0.166) (Table-1).Though anxiety, depression and
excessive sleepiness did not showed any trend on hour to
hour comparison but anxiety and depression showed
negative correlation with total sleep hours and performance
(Table-1).

Time to bed and its correlates

On comparing different correlates in relation to the
student’s bedtime, we found that students sleeping earlier
had better performance and lower anxiety level than those
Results
going to bed late at night. Depression and excessive
Students enrolled in the present study were divided into
sleepiness showed mixed trends (Table-2). We also found
various groups on the basis of questionnaire and were
that time to bed (P=0.074) is a better determinant of
analyzed accordingly.
performance than the number of hours of sleep (P=0.166)
(Table 1-2).
Table 1 : Total hours of sleep and its correlates
Sleep Hrs
Correlates

5 Hrs
N=8

6 Hrs
N=22

7 Hrs
N=26

8 Hrs
N=34

9 Hrs
N=6

10 Hrs
N=4

P
value

Performance

52.18±10.03

53.75±8.9

55.38±9.07

54.26±2.6

59.58±5.1

58.75±11.6

0.166

Anxiety

1.0±1.19

2.36±1.96

1.88±2.06

1.41±1.59

1.66±1.86

1.0±2.0

0.314

Depression

2.0±2.7

4.31±2.57

3.23±3.39

3.0±2.66

2.83±2.04

3.5±1.7

0.668

ESS

8.5±4.5

8.2±3.9

9.76±4.1

10.72±9.2

7.0±3.57

10.0±2.4

0.420
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Table 2: Time to Bed and its correlates
Bedtime
10.00pm
Variables N=26

11.00pm
N=26

12.00 am
N=28

01.00am
N=17

02.00am

03.00am
N=14

P value
N=5

Performance 55.25±6.71

57.69±8.0

54.19±9.2

55.0±10.8

50.35±9.6

53.5±8.76

0.074

Anxiety

1.70±1.94

1.57±1.65

1.53±1.73

1.35±1.45

2.21±2.54

3.20±1.64

0.790

Depression

3.30±2.11

3.38±2.75

2.78±3.0

3.05±2.35

3.78±3.53

4.8±2.94

0.737

ESS

9.20±3.08

8.96±4.2

8.64±3.8

9.47±4.10

12.89±13.7 8.2±4.9

Excessive daytime sleepiness (EDS)
Excessive daytime sleepiness score (scored by ESS) of >9 was
found in 52%. Normal excessive daytime sleepiness score
(0- 8) of students was seen in only 48%. An extremely high
score > 16 was observed in 6% of students (Table-3). 67.3%
of males and 32.7% of females had ESS>8.Snoring,
depression and anxiety were significantly more in those
having excessive sleepiness (Table-4).
Table-3: Epsworth sleepiness score

0.644

we observed that females followed more regular sleep
schedule as compared to males and it was found that they
had a significantly different pattern of sleeping earlier as
well as waking up before 7 am.This was reflected in their
performance which was consistently better than the males
and also in a much lower incidence of anxiety and depression
(Table-5).
Table 5: Gender Differences
Variables

Male
(n=68)

Female
(n=32)

P value

Score

Frequency

Sleep before 12 am

54.4%

78.1%

0.016*

Normal (0-8)
Mild (9-12)
Moderate (13-16)
Severe (>16)

48%
36%
10%
6%

Wakeup before 7 am

58.8%

96.9%

<0.001**

Regular

44.1%

65.6%

0.044*

Total sleep > 8hrs

50%

31.3%

0.249

Excessive sleepiness (ESS >12)

16.2%

15.5%

0.459

Performance

53.75±9.66

57.34±7.87

0.07

Anxiety(score>3)

19.1%

15.6%

0.491

Depression (score > 4)

39.6%

28.1%

0.427

On comparing the two group based on the number of
hours of sleep {< 6hrs (5-6hrs) and > 8hrs (8-9hrs)}, we
found that performance improved with number of hours
of sleep in both the groups while anxiety and depression
significantly reduced with increased hours of sleep in females
but remained almost same in males.(Table-6)
Table 4: Correlates of Excessive Sleepiness (ESS>8)

Table 6: Comparison of different correlates in males and
females for those sleeping < 6hrs and > 8hrs

Variables

ESS >8

ESS<8

P value

BMI(>25)

53.8%

46.2%

0.827

Hrs of sleep
Variables

Snoring

88.9%

11.1%

0.02*

Performance

Sleep Deprivation(<8hrs sleep) 55.4%

44.6%

0.448
Anxiety
Depression

F

4.23±2.48

1.88±1.7

.006*

ESS

M

8.23±3.99

10.98±9.48

0.262

F

8.38±4.27

7.33±4.5

0.588

Performance

54.06±9.2 55.67±9.2 0.387

Depression

40.4%

31.3%

0.006*

Anxiety

29%

10.4%

0.018*

Gender differences
Of the 100 medical students enrolled in the study, there
were 32 females and 68 males. On analyzing the two groups,

< 6 hrs
> 8 hrs
(M=17, F=13) (M=31,F=9)

P value

M

52.35±9.86

0.533

F

54.61±8.21

58.05±6.5

0.310

M

1.52±1.94

1.61±1.7

0.880

F

2.61±1.66

0.88±0.92

0.011*

M

3.29±2.9

3.29±2.6

0.996

54.19±9.6
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Hosteller and Day scholars
On analyzing the result after grouping the enrolled students
as hostellers and day scholars we found that day scholars
were more regular in their sleep routines. A significant
number of day scholars followed an early to bed and early
to rise routine as compared to hostellers who had erratic
sleep schedules and usually slept late and also got up later
than 7 am. Day scholars recorded a significantly better
academic performance as compared to hostellers and also
reported significantly less symptoms of excessive daytime
sleepiness (Table-7).Though 49% of day scholars showed
signs of depression verses 42% of hostellers, imperative
depression was more frequent in hostellers .Similarly, anxiety
was observed to be more in hostellers (20%) rather than
day scholars (15%).
Table 7: Comparisons among hostellers and day scholars
Variables

Day Scholar
N = 47

Hostellers
N = 53

‘P’
Value

Sleep before 12 a.m.

85%

41.5%

<0.001**

Wakeup before 7 a.m.

89.4%

54.7%

0.004*

Regular schedule

66%

37.7%

<0.001**

> 8Hrs sleep

40%

47.2%

0.436

ESS >12

10.6%

20.8%

.043*

Depression

49%

42%

0.681
0.759

Anxiety

15%

20%

Performance

56.96±8.12

53.06±9.85 0.034*

Exercise, substance abuse, stress and
boredom
Regular exercise was performed by only 13% of students.
70% students regularly consumed > 2 cups of coffee or tea
in the evening. 2 students also reported the occasional use
of sleeping pills to induce sleep whereas cigarette smoking
was seen in only 1 subject while 27% of students felt they
were stressed and 37% expressed boredom.

Discussion
Multiple studies in the recent past have documented the
high incidence of sleep deprivation in the student
community. However, very few studies have been conducted
on medical college students who form a very high-risk
segment as they have a challenging curriculum to complete
during the 4.5years course duration. The incidence of
anxiety, depression and substance abuse is known to be high
in this segment as a fall out of the intense academic pressure
Indian Journal of Sleep Medicine (IJSM), Vol. 4, No. 2, 2009

they suffer from. As very little data is available on Indian
medical students, this study was conducted among 100 first
year students of Vardhman Mahavir Medical College to
ascertain the prevalence of sleep deprivation and its
correlation to performance and mood disorders.

Sleep patterns
In the present study, we observed that a large number of
students (49%) were irregular in their sleep habits and their
sleep pattern was considerably different during working days
as compared to holidays. On analyzing the pattern of sleep
on weekdays and weekends among the students, we
observed that on weekends (and holidays) most students slept
a total of 8 hours or more though there was a tendency to
sleep after midnight and till late morning the next day. This
pattern is in accordance with the “delayed sleep phase
syndrome” which is normally seen in adolescents. DSPS is a
circadian-based disorder in which an individual’s internal
circadian pacemaker is not in synchrony with external or
environmental time. Affected adolescents typically
experience difficulty in initiating and terminating sleep at a
“normal” time (7) and prefer later sleep times and wake times.
A shift of about 2hrs from the normal is seen in these subjects
but the sleep structure of DSPS patients is otherwise normal.
Studies have shown the incidence of DSPS is 7% or more in
adolescents(8,9,10). DSPS is characterized by progressive delay
in the sleep phase without a decrease in need for sleep
(internal factors). The working schedules (external factors)
frequently require earlier wake times leading to shorter total
sleep time. In our study, we also found sleep deficit in a
significant number of students with 56% of students getting
less than 8hrs of sleep on weekdays. On weekends, a
significantly higher number of students (90%) slept for more
than 8hrs though their time to bed did not differ much on
weekdays and weekends. Sleep debt accumulated during
the week often leads to prolonged sleep periods or catch-up
sleep on weekends causing severe day-to-day irregularities
of sleep patterns in adolescents and young adults(11,12,13,14).

Total hours of sleep and its correlates
In our study we found students sleeping for more number
of hours had better performance (positive correlation) which
is in accordance with other studies showing poor
performance of students sleeping less on working
days(15). The study also showed a negative correlation of
anxiety, depression with total hours of sleep and
performance, hence the performance of anxious or
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depressed subject was lower. Previous studies have also failed
to find whether depression leads to sleepiness or it is the
other way round. Kaplan (2007) & Pilcher et.al. (1996) (16,
17)
have shown that mood is more affected by sleep
deprivation than either cognitive or motor performance and
sleep deprivation has a negative effect on mood.They have
also showed a correlation of depression and anxiety with
reduced performance(17). Kizilbash AH et al(18) have shown
that depressive symptoms (without anxiety) have an adverse
effect on immediate recall of new information and the
amount of acquisition, but not on retrieval or retention.
However, symptoms of anxiety (without depression) did not
have a significant deleterious effect on any aspect of memory
functioning assessed. As suggested by the Yerkes–Dodson
‘Law’, there is a curvilinear relationship between anxiety and
performance, such that a moderate level of anxiety may
actually benefit cognitive performance depending on task
difficulty (19).

Time to bed and its correlates
This study also showed that students who slept regularly by
11pm each day performed consistently better academically.
We also found that timing of sleep (P=0.074) correlated
more closely with academic performance than total sleep
time (P=0.166) which is similar to the findings of A.H.
Eliasson(11). Those sleeping early exhibited lesser symptoms
of anxiety compared to students who had later bed timings.
Many studies have suggested that besides the amount (or
hours of sleep), the timing is also vital for adequate daytime
functioning (20). Since the sleep-wake cycle is in harmony
with other inner circadian rhythms, for example, deep body
temperature and cellular mitoses, therefore, abrupt shifts
of sleep-wake schedules lead to internal dissociation among
circadian rhythms, which may imply undesirable effects on
mood and may lead to somnolence, attention deficits,
concentration difficulties, and performance decrements,
which is very common in shift work and rapid travels across
multiple time zones(21). In fact, a high prevalence of anxious/
depressive symptoms has been reported in the shift worker
population(22). Some studies in undergraduates indicated
that irregularities of 2-4 hours in the sleep-wake schedules
are associated with higher fatigue, deterioration of mood
and performance (23,24). Regarding excessive daytime
sleepiness and depression, there was a mixed trend and no
specific correlation could be attributed in this study.
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Excessive daytime sleepiness (EDS)
Excessive daytime sleepiness (scored using Epsworth
Sleepiness Scale) is strongly linked to sleep deprivation.
Various animal and human models have demonstrated that
sleep curtailment or fragmented sleep results in excessive
daytime sleepiness(25, 26). ESS was greater than normal in
52% with 16% students recording abnormally high scores
(> 12). These findings reveal an alarming sleep deficit which
could have dangerous consequences especially in students
driving themselves to college. Significantly, a high ESS score
was associated with an increased incidence of anxiety and
depression suggesting lack of sleep as an etiological factor in
these disorders. Giannotti et al(27) also found that Adolescent
E-types (preference for evening schedule) showed more
irregular life habits and sleep–wake patterns, more sleep
problems, less adaptiveness to environmental demands, more
daytime sleepiness and vulnerability to injuries and
emotional problems. This insufficient sleep may interfere
negatively on daytime functions with increasing risk of
accidents, injuries, poor attendance and poor academic
performance. In our study also we found that high scorers
on ESS had poor academic performance. In this study,
percentage of snorers was significantly more in those scoring
>8 on ESS (Table 4) as seen in other earlier studies (28).
According to Stradling(29) snoring can be independently
associated with EDS.

Gender differences
On evaluating gender differences, we found that female
students adhered to a more regular sleep schedule &
performed better (Table 5). The female students significantly
followed an old dictum of “early to bed and early to rise –
makes person healthy wealthy and wise” similar to the
findings of other studies (30, 31). Most sleep studies have
documented older women complaining of poor sleep, mood
disturbances and decreased efficiency (32). Our findings
suggest that females in the younger age groups, who are
unmarried and not yet burdened with household
responsibilities, are able to sleep better and enjoy a better
quality of life. On comparing males-females performance
& mood on the basis of total hours of sleep we found that
performance of both the group improved as the total hours
of sleep increased but its effect on anxiety & depression were
different. Level of anxiety and depression were only slightly
affected in males but females showed a significant decrease
in the level of anxiety & depression as their total hours of
sleep increased. We also found extreme variation in female’s
Indian Journal of Sleep Medicine (IJSM), Vol. 4, No. 2, 2009
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mood suggesting that males were better in coping up with
any types of stress. Previous studies (33, 34) have also shown
increased vulnerability of females to depression. They found
that the less effective coping responses involving verbal and
self consolatory strategies occur more frequently in females
(34)
.The level of anxiety as well as depression was highest in
females as seen in this study which can be explained on the
basis that HPA axis is more active in females compared to
males due to modulating role of gonadal hormones
(35)
.Halbreich & Lumley (36) have reported gender differences
in neurotransmitter systems traditionally implicated in
pathophysiology of depression (noradrenalin &
serotonin).They (36) found a correlation between cortisol
levels & age in younger females but not in males or postmenopausal females, suggesting that hormonal changes
during menstrual cycle may contribute to an imbalance in
plasma levels of cortisol.

the benefits of exercise and its vital role in rejuvenating and
equipping them to free mental & physical challenges.

Conclusion
The study suggests that academic functioning of medical
students is deeply associated with sleep and wake patterns.
Research on this subject is scanty thus further studies are
needed. Based on the findings of this study and the related
literature reviewed, we believe that the knowledge about
sleep-wake patterns may help us to understand better, its
relation with academic failure/success of the students and
may be used to improve intervention processes to achieve
better academic results.
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